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What is your topic?
My topic is anti social. Anti social means:

not sociable; not wanting the company of others. Basically not opening to other 
people



Why I am interested in this topic?
I am interested in this topic because I was anti social at one point in my life and I
didnt want to open to other people and I kept a lot of things to myself



Does child abuse cause anti social? 
People wondering if being abused causes Antisocial.

In some cases yes but everyone is different some people experiences tragic 
events that causes them to be anti social, and some people just stay quiet to 
themselves 



I interviewed 3 people about this topic and the 3 people had different response 
about this topic

The first person i interviewed said they were anti social because of what he 
experienced in his early childhood and it affected them later on in life.

The second person i interviewed said they people can be anti social in different 
ways they don't have to communicate in a big group but can talk to someone one 
on one because they don't like being in big groups 

The third person said being antisocial is not bad or good because you more to 
yourself but you have to learn how to open up to people 



My responses to the 3 interview 
I interviewed all 3 people and took notes from their responses and i agree with all 
the reponses people can be antisocial in different ways and i think people can 
overcome it but it takes time because i overcame it but i'm still working on it.



Conclusion 
Being Antisocial can come with a lot of obstacle but you can overcome it by 
working on yourself and find something that makes you opening up more. For 
example i signed up to a gym and i learn how to open up more because i ask 
questions and i challenged myself to talk more to people and i wanna help other 
with their problems too



Reference page 
“Antis ocial Pers onality Dis order.” Psychology Today, Sus s ex Publis hers , 
www.ps ychologytoday.com/ us / conditions / antis ocial-pers onality-dis order.
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